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NOWADAYS PROBLEMS OF INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF THE 

COUNTRY’S SAFETY 
 
The policy of Ukraine’s national safety is based on the respect to the norms and principles of 

international law. Ukraine will protect the fundamental values certain by the Constitution and by the 
laws of Ukraine, such as an independence, territorial integrity and sovereignty, dignity, democracy, 
human, his rights and freedoms, supremacy of right, providing of welfare, peace and safety. Their 
defense will be provided by effective Armed Forces of Ukraine, other soldiery forming, espionage, 
counter-espionage and law-defensive organs of the state. 

Providing of readiness of the state, its economy and society for the defense and resistance of 
external aggression in any forms and displays (particularly in hybrid war), increase of defense level of 
the state are the key priority of the policy of national safety. 

The basic tasks in this sphere are: 
preparation of the state for the resistance of the armed aggression, increasing of the government 

abilities, military management and local self-government organs, forces of defense, system of civil 
defense, defensive-industrial complexes for the functioning in the conditions of crisis situations  
threatening the national safety and during the special period; 

reformation of defensive forces with an orientation on creation of high-efficiency efficient 
subsections of Armed Forces of Ukraine and other soldiery forming formed in accordance to the laws 
of Ukraine; 

reformation of the mobilization preoperational system and mobilization, forming of the proper 
terms for completing of Armed Forces of Ukraine, other soldiery forming formed in accordance with 
the laws of Ukraine by the professional staff with realization of the exterritorialy principle, creation of 
electronic register for the reservist; 

creation of the powerful, numerous, military-taught reserve, added to certain soldiery parts, 
ready to rapid development and able to execute a task on purpose; 

activation of population and territory preparation to the implementation of defense tasks, 
improvement of the system of territorial defense; 

modernization and development of defensive-industrial complex, increase of its production 
capacities, creation of competitive armaments and military technique in the world market, importation 
and increasing of own production; 

cooperation of defensive-industrial and military-technical collaboration with other countries, 
especially with the countries-members of NATO, Euro Soviet, achievement of complete independence 
from Russia in the questions of production of armaments and military technique; 

support of long-range, practically directed scientific researches in the field of national safety and 
defense; 

bilateral and multilateral collaboration with the countries-partners on providing of Ukraine’s 
defense, receipt of modern standards of armament and military technique, assistance in the questions 
of the removal of artificial limitations in the field of military-technical collaboration. 

The main priority in this sphere is reformation of Armed Forces of Ukraine with the purpose of 
providing of their efficiency, mobility, rigging a modern armament by a military and special technique 
and on its base. 



In the future the Armed Forces of Ukraine will be based on the mixed principle with the gradual 
increase of contract constituent and creation of numerous highly-mobile reserve. 

Reformation of the Armed Forces of Ukraine lies in: 
clarification of functions and tasks, revision of structure and quantity, upgrading personnel, 

improvement of the control  system and preparation of troops, their rigging by a modern armament, 
military and special technique; 

removal of duplication of functions of the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine and General staff of 
Armed Forces of Ukraine, introduction of the centralized structure of guidance by of the country’s 
defense; 

forming of the Incorporated operative staff as organ of the interspecific management and 
interdepartmental groupments of troops (forces); 

development of Forces of the special operations of Armed Forces of Ukraine in accordance with 
doctrines and standards of NATO; 

improvement and development of the control system, protected telecommunications, secret 
service, radio electronic fight, receipt of operative access to information of aerospace secret service on 
a modern technological base in accordance with the standards of NATO; 

strengthening of counter-espionage defense of Armed Forces of Ukraine, bringing the systems 
of secret and counter-espionage services in accordance to the standards of NATO; 

strengthening of battle potential of rocket troops and artillery of Army, acceptance the 
armament of modern rocket complexes of national production, able to provide inhibition of aggressor; 

modernization of aviation and system of air defense of Air Forces of Ukraine, providing of their 
possibility to react on soldiery threats; 

forming of adequate possibilities to resist the naval threats of Ukraine, providing of defense of 
seashore of the country, development of necessary infrastructure of basing of Naval Forces of Armed 
Forces of Ukraine, and also its renewal in Crimea after returning the temporally occupied territory 
under control of Ukraine; 

reformation of the system of logistical and medical support of Armed Forces of Ukraine, 
introduction of the electronic accounting systems of material and technical resources, bringing their 
quantity with the real requirements; 

improvement of military skilled policy, increase of prestige of military service, improvement of 
the financial and social providing of servicemen and members of their families; 

providing of maximal co-operation of Armed Forces of Ukraine with Armed Forces of the 
countries-members of NATO by introduction of standards of NATO; 

strengthening of military discipline and order in Armed Forces of Ukraine, creation of provost 
corps. 

Reformation and development of espionage, counter-espionage and law-enforcement organs of 
Ukraine must be based on the principles of supremacy of right, patriotism, competence, 
demilitarization, co-ordination and co-operation, distributing of tasks and removal of duplication of 
functions, democratic civil control and transparency. 


